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Abstract

Architecture to loosely coupled architecture. Reusability has been playing the important role in software process and tools development since last decade. Software industry is to achieve intense perfection in throughput and superiority because of reusability in development process. In this paper, I will going to discuss the guideline to pattern authoring for web services with loosely coupled architecture. This pattern will provide framework for creation of web service with highest amount of reusability.


1. Introduction

Now a day the IT industries is undergoing in significant changes because of the development of new technologies. The Software industries is almost moving from tightly coupled architecture to loosely coupled architecture because of there are a lot of advantages of loosely coupled architecture over tightly coupled architecture. Every electronic business is wants to developed software/systems within time with extra cost benefit and efficient. To achieve such functionality we need to create some general patterns for each time occurring problem.

Reusability is the key to growth in any area including or excluding software field. Reusability means previously developed ideas, systems, software, tools and products reuse for avoid to implementing everything from scratch. Development of software, reuse the knowledge in the form of experience, processes in the form of methods, and product in the form of tools. To achieve systematic way of reusing the existing products, systems, processes and knowledge in electronic business to get maximum cost benefit, time benefit, standard and efficient template.

To reuse the existing products, processes, software’s, tools, knowledge etc. we need to find out reusable components which will occurs continuously so that we can reuse those particular components in future for same type of problems. To find reusable components, we should know everything (in and out) about the system and process of implementation.

2. Background

Following are some important checkpoint requires designing pattern for web service oriented architecture, we should know the background information of this:

Service Oriented Architecture is collections of services that are able to communicate with each other. In this everything has been done through services. A Service is independent, self-contained “unit of functionality” that will has organized, deployed, published and invoked over the set-up, cluster, web, grid, network etc. once service has been deployed then we can say to that service as interface. This interface can be a web service or MQ (Messaging Queue) series based to integrate systems disparate systems by achieving tightly coupled architecture. SOA is an approach through which integrate enterprise applications by achieving loosely-coupled interfaces/services.

It is considered to be the new phase in the evolution of distributed enterprise applications. In our more and more modest commercial world, in which business needs and enterprises are shifting continually, the quick progress of business applications is a key dynamic in the achievement
of a business. SOA has promised to provide enterprises with flexible and extensible architectures that would enable them to adapt their applications easily so that they remain competitive and compliant. There are many of the major software sellers sell Service Oriented Architecture products such as Enterprise Service Buses (ESBs). Examples: IBM Web Sphere Message Broker, Oracle Fusion, Software AG Web Methods, Mule ESB etc.

Even though there is a common acceptance of this concept, a real problem hinders the widespread use of SOA: A methodology to design and build secure SOA-based applications is still needed. Communications among services can involve only simple invocations and data passing or complex coordinated activities of two or more services. It has also provides characteristics like Abstraction, Encapsulation, Reusability, Loosely coupled architecture, integrate disparate systems, Discoverability etc. The main implementation platform for Service Oriented Architecture is web services and messaging queue based.

**Web Services**

A Web service is a process of communication between two electronic devices over a network. It is a software function provided at a network address over the web with the service always on as in the concept of utility computing. Web service is a kind of service which is language independent so that it is interoperable between different communications protocol, different operating systems, heterogeneous systems and various programming languages. Now a days web services has been playing the important role in current electronic business Web service is also plays the important role in Enterprise Application Integration.

![Fig. 2 Web Services](image)

For implementing web service we need web service description/definition language and referred as WSDL. The sample WSDL is as shown in the following fig 3.

**Pattern**

Pattern-based approach allows a wide, platform independent view on Service Oriented Architecture that still contains all related information about the technical comprehension replacements. Software pattern provide reusable solutions to recurring design problems in the specific context. Pattern is becoming part of Object Oriented software development. Pattern plays very important role in reusability. It will provide general template to continuously occurring problem to get cost and time benefit.

![Fig. 3 Sample WSDL](image)

A pattern is a reusable solution to a common problem within a given context. It is vital for clients to generate instance of created patterns for complex problems, so that they can reuse that pattern instance in a different scenario simply by altering some of the configuration values. A pattern has been provides a recyclable key to a common problem which encapsulates a tested approach to solving a common architecture, design, or deployment task in a particular context. When we choose to use a pattern instance, most of the design, configuration and development work have already been completed for us, and we will require less development, testing, and operational efforts to saves time and money.

A pattern is similar like a template in C++ but it is also somewhat different than template.

### 3. Pattern for Web Service Oriented Architecture

As we have seen above about Service Oriented Architecture, Web Service and Pattern in background topic. Pattern is not the exactly solution to given problem, its need some changes in the configuration values and business logic as per requirements. For this I am going to give one real life example, in my class there are eighteen students and for wishing the birthday of each students our college use same content of information by changing the name of person and date of birth. A pattern is also same
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reusable solution to continuously occurring problems by changing some configuration values so that our time, efforts, money will be save and addition to this we will get standard, no inconsistency in the solution. Another example is Mail merge in Microsoft word we just need to change the address of the sender.

In this paper we are going to discuss about the web service oriented architecture (W-SOA) pattern creation. We have to follow best practices and standard to create pattern as efficient as possible because each pattern instances will be create from this. When we have to create the web service, exposed the process, program, flow or interface as service by using loosely coupled architecture that means service oriented approach. The abstract view of creating pattern as shown in following fig. 4

Fig. 4 Abstract view before creation of pattern

In this paper we are going to implement the pattern for web service oriented architecture (W-SOA) so that we should be keep an eye on the following checklist first and the go in detail.
- Analyze electronic business requirements.
- It may have multiple modules or interfaces which we may have exposed as service
- Find the services which will continuously require
- Design pattern for that web service by involving experienced and expert persons.
- Create Pattern for web service by involving experienced and expert person
- Test pattern, change design and implementation of pattern if not work desired function
- Finally create a instance for that pattern

We must have to follow above checklist for creation of web service pattern based on loosely coupled architecture. To creation of web service pattern catch the service which will always require in future.

The pattern creation is the generic template, if we create pattern instance need to change configuration or basic values and business logic by providing WSDL file. This can be implementing using any object oriented programming language or using any integration tools based on service oriented architecture called Enterprise Service Bus (ESB).

Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is flexible connectivity infrastructure for integrating applications and services. ESB will power our Service Oriented Architecture by reducing the complexity, number, configuration and size of interfaces. An ESB has done following functionalities between requester and service: Routing, converting, transforming and handling (business events from heterogeneous sources). ESB will help to achieve all goals of Service oriented architecture. There are many ESB is available in market by various vendors such as IBM Web Sphere Message Broker, Mule ESB (Open source), and Oracle Fusion, Software AG web methods and so on. For creation of web service based on pattern using ESB, it’s our responsibility to select ESB as per our business need because each ESB has advantages and disadvantages points.

We can use Java, .NET or any ESB to create pattern for web service oriented architecture (W-SOA), so that create GUI (Graphical User Interface) which will takes all basic or configuration values require for web service. Once provided all configuration values create instance of pattern and pattern will generate solution for your problem. The configuration or basic values can be WSDL, type of web service; security features etc. as per the business requirements. The following fig 5 shows sample GUI for web service pattern.

Fig. 5 Sample GUI for web service pattern

In above sample GUI for web service pattern fig.5, the developer first needs to select the web service description language (it includes port type, operations, URL for service etc.) file which defines the web service, then select type of service it depends on business type. The types of service can be simple service or the service which call another web service etc. The last option is security as per our requirement provide security feature to web service (WS-security). After providing above configuration values, then click on create instance, it will generate web service developed through pattern. Now you will get template to create web service, change the business logic and you will get what you expect. The web service pattern will save your time and money for creation of web services based on loosely coupled architecture.

Conclusion

In this paper we have seen how a pattern is a reusable solution to a common problem within a given context. It is key point for the clients to generate instance from pattern
for the complex problems. They can reuse the pattern instance in a different scenario by simply changing the business logic and the configuration or basic values. The pattern is provided framework for implement the web service with highest amount of reusability which will save time and money.
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